Work of the Week
Miss Scott’s Class

Annabelle’s Magic Fairy Castle
Emilia’s beautiful solar system
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Work of the Week
Mrs Hearld’s & Mrs Dean’s Class
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Work of the Week
Miss Burbidge and Mrs Caul’s Class

William- An incredible map from his house to town, including
photos of the landmarks he passed on the journey- Wow!

Shreyash- super work this week at home (Reasoning in
maths, excellent writing and super science!)
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Work of the Week
Miss Whittome’s Class

Magda’s fantastic writing about what she wants to be when she grows up.
David has written an acrostic poem about being healthy.
03/07/2020

Work of the Week
Mrs Boulton’s Class

Hugo drew a super flower inspired by
Georgia O’Keefe.

In Science, Joseph Dale went on a fantastic walk to look for
flowers, he made a list of what he saw and took some super
photos.
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Work of the Week
Miss Humphreys’ Class

Finley drew a super flower
inspired by Georgia O’Keefe.

Emily made a spelling poster
to explain when to use each
homophone.
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Work of the Week
Mr Dyer’s Class

Isabella did some great research about Poland.
Joseph wrote a fantastic persuasive letter to Mr Rowntree
to persuade him to develop his new chocolate bar.
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Work of the Week
Miss Wilkinson’s Class
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Miss Seavers’ Class

Work of the Week

Ava's extra research about the Goddess Demeter
Harrison's outstanding fact file
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Work of the Week
Miss Pope’s Class

Katie’s night sky art

Arlo’s night sky art
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Work of the Week
Miss Gardonyi’s Class

Solar System Biscuits by
Fraser, Maya and Bella

Sophia has been experimenting with space themed
figurative language
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Work of the Week
Miss Padbury’s Class

Brooke has done lots of hard work this week with perimeter and area
03/07/2020

Work of the Week
Miss Padbury’s Class
The Indemillion
Perhaps you have wondered if there is anything else on our planet that is intelligent as we are. If you have, then you will find this documentary absolutely fascinating. Just last week, specialists in monsterology have just found a creature that may be as intelligent, if not more, than us. This is an astounding discovery, as the search for this very animal has been ongoing for
thousands of years. It is called the Indemillion.
Habitat
Only one Indemillion has ever been observed, but it is predicted that they only live in the freezing, dark waters of underground Antarctic lakes. Nobody is sure, though there is some evidence to suggest that they live in large families and that fights rarely happen. Despite that fact, only one individual has been seen. The team who saw it were unable to follow it, since it
detected the presence of their underwater camera almost immediately. However, it appeared to be curious instead of aggressive, suggesting that they are indeed very intelligent. In addition, its camouflage was reported to be so realistic that they could barely tell it apart from the icy walls. Indemillions are even able to quickly and dramatically reduce the amounts of antifreeze in their blood, with the result that they will look just like a small iceberg to any predators. When the danger has passed, the antifreeze will rush back into their bloodstream and the
Indemillion in question can swim away unscathed.
Appearance
In appearance, the Indemillion is comparable to a shark, although there are a few, vital differences. As an example, Indemillions have a bluish white colour, which can camouflage them
extremely well. However, the first major difference is that there is a large lump under their body. Despite popular belief, mosterologists believe that this is used for reproduction. Its complex shape suggests that, if needs be, it can reproduce asexually, although it will try to find a mate before it does. Secondly, it has a rotating horn on its tail. At first, this confused scientists,
since for something to rotate, two separate parts are required. Currently, the theory is that they will grow their horn fully attached, but when they enter adulthood, they will let microscopic mites eat away at the skin, so that it can rotate freely. They will then use it for creating tunnels between lagoons, and burying prey in the summer. Lastly, all Indemillions have a large fin,
which is three times larger than that of a tiger shark! It is believed that this is used for turning sharp corners with ease in tight tunnels.
Diet
But now we come to a new question: what is there that they can eat in the frozen waters of underground lagoons? The answer is a little more complicated than you might expect. During
the Summer, when the ice is thinner, their diet consists mainly of seals and albatrosses. Able to swiftly leap out of the water, they have even been reported to eat penguins and petrels.
However, when the ice is too thick to break through, oysters are their main food. Often hidden in tiny crevices, these can be hard to find, but they contain vital nutrients. Furthermore, rumours say that in the Summer, Indemillions bury around a third of their prey in the ice, so that in the Winter they can retrieve precious food. The ice preserves the buried food extremely
well, so when it is recovered it is almost as fresh as it was the day it was caught. Some compare this tactic to that of a squirrel's, although Indemillions are far more advanced and intelligent.
Warning!
If you are now tempted to try to observe an Indemillion for yourself, then take extreme precautions. We do not know of its behaviour, and you could very easily be seriously injured. Many
believe that this marvellous creature should only be studied by experienced mythical biologists, since no-one knows what other weapons it may be hiding from us.

Eddy wrote a great description of his monster
03/07/2020

Work of the Week
Miss Le Pla’s Class
Throughout the world, there are plenty of snakes living in every single country. But have you ever wondered where the wondrous Snekkle
Grinder roams around? It is whispered that the large beast slithers around the colossal Loompaland. One final thing is that the enormous
Snekkle Grinder is not a myth, it is purely real. Now is your chance to gain your popularity and search for the almighty snake.
The Snekkle Grinder is rumored to dwell in one specific tree in the direct middle of the humid Loompaland which is the Takkle tree. The Takkle
tree has sweet, golden syrup pouring out of the trunk. If you’re fortunate, an Oompa Loompa will guide you through the great capacity of jungle
to the Takkle tree. Perhaps, there are other great Snekkles but they are unallocated for now. Dr Robinson- a great Doctor that specializes in the
Great Snekkles- Is most likely not the only person to sight the great Snekkle as there are tribes in the shallow part of Loompa Land. “The great
Snekkle is not to be messed with” she repeats, hypnotized.
With its vivid colours, the almighty Snekkle is easy to observe and to spot. The colossal creature is 200 feet tall covering the Takkle tree
completely. Dr Robinson explains that there are red triangles at the edge of their cosmic bodies going down so they are extremely easy to
recognise. One intimidating feature is that they have no tongues which mean that they have no taste buds so they can easily poison themselves
to death.
Ever knew what a Snekkle Grinder eats? A wide variety of leaves and syrup. They munch slowly on leaves as if they were a sloth. The leaves
have quite a bitter taste, whereas the syrup is extremely sweet, but they can’t taste that. Some of the leaves however, are deadly, so the
Snekkle Grinder has to be tremendously cautious.
If you dare go near one, the results can be brutal. Or, you’re stuck hypnotized for the rest of your life like Dr. Robinson. Only people who study
in monsterology are prepared to face the great, almighty Snekkle Grinder unlike any average person who has no experience.

Kira wrote a detailed monster report with some excellent vocabulary choices.
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Work of the Week
Miss Le Pla’s Class

Sam has been displaying great maths skills using the four operations in his Maths
03/07/2020

Work of the Week
Mrs Hutchinson’s Class
The fire monster

The fire monster is one of the rarest and most dangerous species in the world, but do you know all about these amazing creatures, read on to find out
more.
This extraordinary creature lives on one of the most remote and dangerous places in the world, The Montsumi Island,which is a volcanic island located just
north of the Maldives. Its habitat on this island is just outside of the volcano where it roams around looking for any nearby ships to smash into smithereens.
The appearance of this highly dangerous creature is a monster shaped body that appears to be always on fire. His face has appeared to be a dark red and
scaly and his eyes are dark black. He also seems to have powers that can set anyone or anything on fire and he can control fire with his hands.
This extremely dangerous creature eats the ashes of burnt out fire, and legend says that it gives him the power from the fire that was burning before. He
also eats many animals and birds such as chicken and pig. He can also eat humans so be aware and stay away.
A quote from dr. montasa who studies monsterology. “This creature is extremely dangerous STAY AWAY, do not go near and avoid going near the Motsumi
island.”

Layla wrote an excellent monster report.
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Work of the Week
Mrs Hutchinson’s Class

Ellie made a delicious stir fry for her family.
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